G-MG; tofu using 0.3% magnesium chloride coagulant, G-CA; tofu using 0.3% calcium sulfinate coagulant, G-GL; tofu using 0.3% glucono-δ-lacton coagulant, SW-20; tofu using 2% 8˚Brix of deep sea water coagulant, SW-25; tofu using 2.5% 8˚Brix of deep sea water coagulant, SW-30; tofu using 3% 8˚Brix of deep sea water coagulant. G-MG; tofu using 0.3% magnesium chloride coagulant, G-CA; tofu using 0.3% calcium sulfinate coagulant, G-GL; tofu using 0.3% glucono-δ-lactone coagulant, SW-20; tofu using 2% 8˚Brix of deep sea water coagulant, SW-25; tofu using 2.5% 8˚Brix of deep sea water coagulant, SW-30; tofu using 3% 8˚Brix of deep sea water coagulant. G-MG; tofu using 0.3% magnesium chloride coagulant, G-CA; tofu using 0.3% calcium sulfinate coagulant, G-GL; tofu using 0.3% glucono-δ-lactone coagulant, SW-20; tofu using 2% 8˚Brix of deep sea water coagulant, SW-25; tofu using 2.5% 8˚Brix of deep sea water coagulant, SW-30; tofu using 3% 8˚Brix of deep sea water coagulant.
2)A-D G-MG; tofu using 0.3% magnesium chloride coagulant, G-CA; tofu using 0.3% calcium sulfinate coagulant, G-GL; tofu using 0.3% glucono-δ-lactone coagulant, SW-20; tofu using 2% 8°Brix of deep sea water coagulant, SW-25; tofu using 2.5% 8˚Brix of deep sea water coagulant, SW-30; tofu using 3% 8˚Brix of deep sea water coagulant. G-MG; tofu using 0.3% magnesium chloride coagulant, G-CA; tofu using 0.3% calcium sulfinate coagulant, G-GL; tofu using 0.3% glucono-δ-lactone coagulant, SW-20; tofu using 2% 8˚Brix of deep sea water coagulant, SW-25; tofu using 2.5% 8˚Brix of deep sea water coagulant, SW-30; tofu using 3% 8˚Brix of deep sea water coagulant. G-MG; tofu using 0.3% magnesium chloride coagulant, G-CA; tofu using 0.3% calcium sulfinate coagulant, G-GL; tofu using 0.3% glucono-δ-lactone coagulant, SW-20; tofu using 2% 8˚Brix of deep sea water coagulant, SW-25; tofu using 2.5% 8˚Brix of deep sea water coagulant, SW-30; tofu using 3% 8˚Brix of deep sea water coagulant. 
